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The foundation for data-driven intelligence in R&D Project
Portfolio Investment Decisions

Data backed portfolio metrics can be transformative for R&D portfolio
decision-makers as it ensures long-term profitability and balances
strategic alignment. Efficiently managed project data can provide
crucial financial and operational metrics such as project delivery
milestone dates, development cost forecast, revenue forecasts,
Probability of Technical and Regulatory Success (PTRS), etc.

However, life sciences companies are facing challenges such as data
silos, data complexity, and data disparity. They are trying to fill the gap
either by deploying a point solution or custom build projects. Although
point solutions can give immediate relief, they may not be robust
enough to scale and adapt to new challenges. Even though custom
solutions are tailor-made, the timelines surrounding do not persist long
enough to deliver a robust solution. Must companies compromise either
on control or customizability? Not really, when there is a way to have the
best of both the worlds!

A custom Executive Dashboard
Application tailored specifically for
the pharmaceutical industry. This
application offers a consolidated
view of the project portfolio,
providing higher-level executives
with a powerful tool for data-
driven decision-making.

It automates data aggregation
and projects crucial portfolio
metrics and project data all in one
consolidated dashboard.

A solution that can leverage life sciences data to generate crucial
portfolio metrics needs to fulfill certain requirements, such as

Clairvoyance is packed with industry ready features along with a faster
time to market implementation timelines.

Easy to adopt
Rapid time to market

Customized alerts and
notifications

Automatic data aggregation
and reports

Increase in data
accuracy and
alignment 

Increase in productivity of
portfolio decision makers
through automation of data
aggregation and reporting

Improved confidence
in reports 

portfolio investment
decisions

> 200% 50 hrs/ month> 80% Significantly improved 

Provide quality data with
transparency

Long-term viable
technology which evolves
along with the market needs

Scalability and agility to
quickly add new sources and
adopt to increasing data
volumes

Strong security from
external threats yet provides
full control to internal users

Many Projects, One Dashboard

Overview of Clairvoyance

One Dashboard to turn every risk into an opportunity

One Solution to Solve your
Data Analytics Pain Points 

Clairvoyance Differentiators

CLAIRVOYANCE



Centralize
data from
across your
project
portfolio.

Saving time and resources

Greater transparency and accountability

Automated data aggregation and report generation
allows decision makers to focus on strategic initiatives
rather than administrative tasks.

Data
ingestion

Data
Visualization
Provisioning1

Harmonize data
across projects
and portfolios for
seamless
analysis.

Provision data
through
interactive
dashboards for
real-time PPM
insights.

Guide
investment,
risk mitigation,
and strategic
planning in
portfolio
management.

Generate
reports
reflecting
portfolio
performance,
risks and
strategic
alignment.

2
Evaluate project
performance,
risks, and
business
alignment.

Data
Processing3 4 5 6Integration

into one
data model

Reporting Insights

Fully customizable

Secured solution architecture

Shorter time to market

Tremendous scalability potential

i2e Consulting is a services and solution provider with a 13 years' experience in providing PPM, cloud and data analytics solutions for
global life sciences companies. Our solutions carry a track record of digitally transforming the R&D processes driving efficiency and
improving productivity. Our aim is to deliver cutting-edge solutions that help global life sciences companies to have a seamless
transition towards data-driven decision-making and get superior returns from their investments.

Clairvoyance can seamlessly
integrate your project data from

Excel uploads
Data exports/imports
Internal databases
Third-party applications

solutions@i2econsulting.com www.i2econsulting.com +1(886) 968-9995

Access to real-time project data leads to fostering a
culture of accountability and transparency within the
organization.

Designed to scale with your growing portfolio with
easy adoptability to additional metrics or features as
needed.

The journey from data to dashboards

About i2e Consulting

Contact Us

Scalability & future-ready

The Clairvoyance Advantage

Business Benefits of Clairvoyance

Clairvoyance Process Architecture

Data
Integrations

solutions@i2econsulting.com
https://www.i2econsulting.com/clairvoyance-executive-dashboards/

